The shapes 0umtnous flame boundaries) of steady uonbuoyant round Insninom hydrocarbon-fueled inndna_Jot diffusion flames burning in teflowlng air were studied both experimentally and theoretical]}'. Flame shapes were mea._tred from photographs of flames burning at low pressure in order to minimize the effects of buoyancy. 
what is the effect of soot luminosity on the fame-shape measurements of hydrocarbon-fueled flames.
With respect to minimizin$ effects of buoyancy at normal gravity, experimants at low pressut_ _ "" 33 V and with very large flow velocme, have prov_ to be effectt e tactics that will be exploited during the present study. Transient flame development effects have been problematical using groendbased low-gravity facilities due to the limited test times of drop towers u-_ and the fligM-path disturbances of aircraft facflitiosY'*
76O
UN AND F_3"n.t and drop-tower tests at reduced pressures, j however, have minimized transient flame development problems and yielded results that could be correlated by simplified theories as mentioned cartier. Effects of sootluminosity on theshapesofhydrocarbon-fueled laminar-jet diffusion flames in sdll air are more problematical than effects of buoyancy and transient flame development. The luminosity of hydrocarbon-fueled flames is causc.d mainly by glowing toot particles; therefore, the relationships between luminous flame dimensions and the locadon of the flame si-_mt (where the local mixrare fraction is stoichiometic) are the main issues because tlm latter is generally associated with predictions of laminar flame shape*. Pastmeasurementsof thestructure and sootproperties of weakly buoyant and buoyantround laminar-jet diffusion flaraes Imming in still or slowly moving air indicate that luminoodstoichiometric flame-length ratios are in the range 0.9--1.8, with the largest values observed as the laminar smoke point (the condition where the flame first begins to emit soot) is approached. 9"n-16 This behavior occurs becau_ soot oxidation begins at slightly fuel-rich conditions and can continue in the fuel-lean region for a dmc before the soot is either consumed (for non-soot.emitting or nonsooring flarr_s) or the soot oxidation reactions are quenched (for soot-emitting or sooting flames), with luminous flame lengths varying accordingly. 9 Finally, recentme.asurements of nonbuoyantlaminar-jet diffusion flames in sdll air show that luminous flame lengths near laminar smoke-point conditions are roughly twice as long as those of tool free (blue) flames at comparable conditions. 4,s Fortunately, flame shape.* at these two limiting conditions could still he correlated effectively based on thesimplified Spaldings analysis, after dadoing an empirical factor to represcm effects of soot luminosity.4 Such empiricism is not desirable. _t it is unavoidable at the present time because of limited understanding about soot reaction im_cesses.
Even though the classic study of Burke and Schuntan 2 addre_ed theshapesof laminar co flowing jet diffusio n flames (for thelimiting condition where initial fuel and oxidant velocities were the same), there has been relatively litd¢ subsequent consideration of this problem. Exceptions include the fl'w, oretlcal studies of Williams _ and Mahalingam et ai.,_s which extended the Burke and Schumann a analysis to mint flames where the outer coflowing stream was unbounded, During the present study, the simple self-similar analysis ofMahalingam et ai)swas furthu developed toprovide a theoretical basis forcorrelating theshapesof nonbuoyam lain/oar-jet diffusion flamesincoflowing air, analogous totheuseof thesimplified analysisof Spalding _ to provide a theoretical basis for correlating the shape of nonbuoyant laminar-jet diffusion flames in still alrby IAn et al.4
The preceding discussion suggests that significant has bcen made concerning theshapes of the hydrocarbon-fueled lamiusr-jet diffusion flames in still air but that corresponding information for flames in eoflowing air is very limited in spite of the importance of this configuration for studies of soot processes in laminar-jet diffusion flames. With this status inmind, the present investigation considered nonbuoyant round luminous laminar-jet diffusion flames in coflowing air with the following specific objectives: l) Measure the shapes (luminous flame boundaries) and associated properties such as laminar flame lengths and diameters for various fuel types, coflow velocities,jet-exit flow rates tnd ambient 2) Compare present measurements with earlier findings for similar flames in still air, e.g., theflamesobservedin Ref. 
Experimental
Methods Experimental methods will be described only briefly (see Refs.
17-19 for more details). Effects of booym3cy weft minimized by observing flames at relatively small pressures (_<50 kPa) with _th_ relatively large coflow velocities (air/fuel velocity ratio, up m 32.45) or relatively large source Froude numbers when coflow velocities were small. The burner was placed within a windowed cylindrical chamber and directed vertically upward alongits axis. The burner was a coaxial-tube arrangement with the fuel flowing from the inner pon (6-mm inside dian'_.er withtherobe wall tapered toprovide a negligible thickness at the tube exi0 and air flowing from a conoentric outer port (60-mm inside diameter). The inner port had sufliciem length to provide fully developed laminar pipe flow at the burner exiL The outer port had scvedai layer_ of beads and screeusto provide a uniform velocity flow at the burner exit Flame lenstht were ]trailed 5o that test conditions approximat_ flatr_ in a uniform air coflowbasedon laser velocimeU'y measurements of flOW velocity distributions.*?. t9 The windowed chamber had a diameter of 300 mm and a length of 1200 ram. Optical t_ce_ wus provided by two pairs of opposing windows having diarrmett of lO0 mm and centered on a horizontal plane located 500 mm above the base of the windowed chamber. 7"h¢ flames were positioned so that their full lengths could be observed and photographed through the windows.
Fuel was supplied to the inner port hom commetc_ gas cylirv dars Fuel flow rates were controlled and metered with critical flow orifices in conjunction with pressureregnlators with this systemcalibrated with wet-test meters. Air was suppliedfn_m the morn using critical flow orifices to control and _ air-flow rate,. The exhaust products passed through a porous plate into a ple_mm chamber at thetop of thewindowed chamber to provideuniform flow conditions in the vicinity of the test flame. After dilution with air m reduce flow temperatures, the exhaust _ was removed using the laboratory vacuum pump system. The flames yam: ignited by a hot wire that could be manually moved out of the flowfield once flame stabilization was complete.
Dark field photographs of the flames we_ obtained using a 35-ram reflex camer_ The photographs were subsuquendy printed using a 100 x 125mm film format. The flamesweremeasureddirectly from these prints, usingphotographs ofobjects ofkaown size to calibrate vertical and horizontal distances on the prints. Experirmmtal uncertalntias (95% confidence)of luminous flame diarnete_ and lengths were less than 2 and 5%, _vely.
Present test c_'_:lidons are summarized in Table1, Gas purifies were greater than 99% for propylene and 1,3-butadiene but onlyroughly 98 % for acetylene due to contamination by acetone that is present in commercial acetylene gas cylinders for safety pm'puse_ effect of the a_tone was evaluated by comparing obsecvaties_ with and without acetone vapor present, using the acetor_ pmif_a-lion system described by Harnins et ai._ to create the _.etone-fn_ fuelstream. The effect of acetmm on luminousflame shapes (and laminar smoke-poim flanm lengths tT.'_) was small compared with experimental unoertaintius. Present test condidons included ratios, e.g., the present measurements summarized in Table I 
The location of the luminons flame boundary is as._mcd to coincide with the location of the _n flame _ where the concentrations of fuel and oxidant an_ zero (see Fig. 1 ) and the stoichio_c mixture fraction is reached, f ffi Z= (see Table 1 for present values of Z=). Correlation of the n'w..asurements was sought in the same manner as Linet al:: The equal diffusivity approximation was relaxed by introducing the Schmidt number into Eel. (7); the Schmidt number and viscosity used to compute the Reynolds number were taken from the properties of air al the average of the adiabatic flame temperature and the ambient temperature;the correlation of flame length was improved at small aspect ratios by introducing a virtual origin at a distance Lo from the jet exit; and the flame length correlation was fioe-moed for effects of soot luminosity, etc., by introducing an empirical coefficient C/as discussedlater. With thesechanges,F_.q. (7)fortheluminousflamelength becomes
Introducing
whereas Eq. (g) for the luminous flame diameter becomes
where
Equations ( laminar smoke-poim fame lengths iocrease rapidly as the ambient pressure is decreased, g The 1.3-butadienc flame seems somewhat longer than the rest, but this is mainly because of the flame attachment farther downstream from the burner exit than the rest. Actually, all three [lames have roughly the same length, which is consistent with Eq. (10) in view of the relatively smallvar/adon oft= for r, be._ fuels (sue Table 1 ) and past experience con_cerning the effoc_ ofap proschtothe}ami_r smoke point on luminous }%me shapes from Linet at.+ Observed |lame diameters are somewhat larger for the 1.3-butadiene-fueled flame than the t_st, rather than being nearly the same as antic/Fated from Eq. (9). This level of discrepancy between measuredand predicted fame diaroeters istypical of ob_ons over the z_stprogram and is similar to pas_experience for flames in still gases from Lin¢t al. _ In view of .thesimplicity of the flame-shape analysis, and the fact that average prope_es and empirical factors cannot he chosen tOfit predictions and measurements of flasn_ diameters, it is rather remarkable that the trends of [larr_-dian_e_ predictions are still reasonably good.
Photographsof acetylene-fueled flames a! given fuel jet-exit conditions and ambient pressures (Re of 93 and ambient pre.ssureof 19 kPa) are illustrated in F/g.3 for various air/fuel velocity ratios. Contrary to the expectations of Eq. (10), where luminous flame lengths are independent of air/fuel velocity ratio, the flame lengths illustrated in Fig. 3 decrease significantly as the air/fuel velocity ratio is increased. This behavior follows because luminous flame lengths progressively increase relative to soot-free {blue) flames at comparable conditions as laminar smoke-point conditions are approached. For example, the luminous fame lengths at the laminar smoke point are roughly twice as long as corresponding blue [lames for nonbuoyant laminar-jet diffusion flames in still air,+ and similar behavior is quite reasonable for flames in coflowing air. In pasticular, increasing air/fuel velocity ratios tend to increase laminar smokepoint flame lengths based on measurements of Lin and Faeth) ¢ Thus, for u,,_,/ul.+ ffi 1.3 in Fig. 3 the flame has nearly reached its laminar smoke-poim flame length of 60 ram, but for Uo../uj.. = 3,4 the luminous flame length is only 50 mm compared to a hminar smoke-pointflame length of roughly II0 mm for this air/fuel velocity ratio, which implies a |lamelength between thelenr, h of a soot-free (blue) flame and the length at the laminar smoke point. In view of this effect of approach to the laminar smoke point, the following flame-shape measurementswere obtained near laminar smoke-point-conditions, and thecorresponding lengths of som-fn_ (blue) flames are likely to he mu_ shorter:
Rame Lentnks
Luminous flame length is defined in the following as the streamwise distance between the burner exit and the farthest downstream yield a rea-_onably good coneladon in terms of the theory for flames in still gases, eg, C! =0.98 from Table 2 . These results also are in reasonably good agnmm_t with _rlier _urements in still gases,with the somewhat _ flame lengths in the presence of slow coflow being consistent with other effects of coflow seen in Fig. 4 .
F1tm_ Dlameten
The normaliz_ characteristic flame diameter w,aZ_nld for coflowingjet diffusion flames is inversely pmportionai tothe square root of the air/fuel velocity ratio and independent of flow transport properties, according to Eq. (9). This relationship, illustrated in Fig. 5 , is based on present measurements for u.../u;j > l and Fro > 0.1 along with the predictions of Eq. (9). The measurements follow the general trend of the predictions but ate rather scattered. There also is a tendency for flame diameters to progressively incmaso as a function of fuel type in the order of acetylene, la'opylene, and 1,3-butadiene.
Insight conce_nlng the scatter of the mensurements in 2) The simplified analysis of nonbuoyam laminar-jet diffusion s ¢ flames in still airdue to Spalding. developed by Linet at., vided reasonably good predictions of the luminous shapes of the present flames in slew.movlng coflow for 0.22 -< "eM'uI., < 0.5 afterappropriate selectionsof empiHcal flame-length p_ara_rneiet_. 
